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"We have observed a very sharp peak...
From The Editor

This special issue of the Beam Line is en-

tirely devoted to a description of the recent

discovery, at SLAC and at Brookhaven National

Laboratory, of a new particle. Much of this

description was written before the even more

recent discovery at SLAC of a second new part-

icle, which therefore plays only a minor role

in our story. We have tried to aim this article

at as broad a SLAC audience as possible; the

last few pages, however, may strike some readers

as pretty tough sledding. We are indebted to

Bob Pearson and to Sam Berman for some explan-

ations and some good ideas. We are also indebt-

ed to the people in SLAC Experimental Groups

C and E, and to their LBL collaborators, for

causing the excitement: Y(3105), T(3695).

--BK

Bob
Gould
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A. A BRIEF SUMMARY

The December 2, 1974, issue of Physical Re-
view Letters contains papers which report the
discovery of a new particle by a joint SLAC-LBI
group working at SPEAR, and by a joint MIT-Brook-
haven group working at the BNL accelerator.
The SLAC physicists involved are from Experim-
ental Groups C & E. At SLAC the new particle is
called "Y(3105)," at Brookhaven, "J." The T(3105)

was found on November 8, and on November 20 a
second, very similar particle was also discovered,
T(3695). These resonances were discovered at -

SPEAR during a study of hadron production in e e
annihilation. The resonances are very sharp,
with an estimated width of about 50 keV. The
corresponding lifetime of the resonant state is
about 10-20 second, roughly a factor of 1000
times longer than would be expected for prompt
hadronic decay. The slow decay and other prop-
erties of the resonance appear to distinguish it
sharply from the usual hadronic resonances.

Theoretical speculation at SLAC has tended
to focus on two possible connections between
the V resonances and existing ideas. The first
possibility is that the resonance is the long-
sought Z particle, the neutral intermediate
vector boson that may mediate the weak inter-
actions. The second possibility is that the
V resonances are the first evidence for the post-
ulated properties of color or charm, or both,
that have been proposed as necessary additions
to the quark model of the strongly interacting
particles. If neither of these possibilities
eventuates, the properties of the resonance
are such that there is no other presently known

explanation for its behavior.

The continuing SPEAR experimental program
will search for additional resonances in what
may be a series, and will analyze in more detail
the decay products from the resonance with the
aim of elucidating the constraints that must be

operating to inhibit the "normal" rapid hadronic
decay. The recent upgrading of the SPEAR stor-
age ring (SPEAR II) has increased the maximum
center-of-mass energy of the ring from about
5.0 to 8.6 GeV. This higher energy coupled with
improved luminosity should prove invaluable in
the continuing studies.
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ABSTRACT

We report the observation of a heavy part-

icle J, with mass m = 3.1 GeV and width approx-

imately zero. The observation was made from

the reaction p + Be - e+ + e- + X by measuring

the e+e- mass spectrum with a precise pair

spectrometer at the Brookhaven National Labor-

atory 30 GeV Alternating Gradient Synchrotron.

Researches reported herein have been supported

by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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ABSTRACT

We have observed a very sharp peak in the

cross section for e+e -+ hadrons, e+e , and

possibly p+t at a center-of-mass energy of

3.105 ± 0.003 GeV. The upper limit to the full

width at half maximum is 1.3 MeV.
-~ ~~~~- ._
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B. THE STARTING POINT: A REVIEW"

In this section we plan to review some

basic information about the physics of electron-

positron colliding beams, about the results of

the earlier experiments at SPEAR and elsewhere,

and also about the particular way in which the

earlier SPEAR experiment was carried out. Our

intent will be to try to sketch in enough of a

background so that the subsequent discussion of

the new discovery, in Section C, will be fairly

easy to understand.

1. The Annihilation Process

The collision between an electron and an

"anti-electron" or positron can result in the

unique matter-antimatter interaction called

annihilation. When this happens, the original

two particles vanish, leaving behind a trans-

itory state of pure electromagnetic energy

which is called a virtual photon or a virtual

gamma ray (the state is "virtual" rather than

"real" because it cannot, even in principle,

be detected). This intermediate pure-energy

state doesn't last very long: after dawdling

around for about 10
- 25 seconds it then remater-

ializes into two or more brand new particles

which go flying off from the scene of the ac-

cident without even calling an ambulance. In

the specific case of the SLAC-LBL experiment at

SPEAR, one of the typical annihilation reactions

that is studied is represented symbolically

like this:
+ + o

e +e - y +7 + + 7 +

In words, this reaction reads electron + posi-

tron goes to virtual photon, which then goes to

pi-minus + pi-plus + pi-zero. In many cases,

there are more particles, and more kinds of

particles, created than just the three pions

shown here. The SLAC-LBL experimenters were

interested in the creation of any of the large

class of particles called hadrons. This class

includes all particles which respond to the

strong or nuclear forces in nature. The best-

known members of the hadron family are protons

and neutrons, which together form the nuclei of

atoms. This family also includes lighter part-

icles, such as pi-mesons (pions) and K-mesons,

which appear to act as a kind of strong-force

"glue" that causes the protons and neutrons in

atomic nuclei to stick together. Much of the

effort in high-energy-physics research is aim-

ed at gaining a better understanding of the

hadrons and of the strong forces which dominate

their behavior.

The August and September 1974 issues of the

SLAC Beam Line contain a two-part article, "An

Introduction To Colliding-Beam Storage Rings,"

which some readers may find useful as general

background information about SPEAR. Copies of

this article are available from Bill Kirk,

Bin 80.

2. Theoretical Expectations

When the SLAC-LBL experiment at SPEAR first

began, a little more than a year ago, it was

assumed that the cross section (probability)

for hadron production from e-e
+ annihilation

would not be very large. In fact, there were

specific predictions, based on certain theoret-

ical models of the structure of hadrons, that

hadron production would have a definite rela-

tionship to the simpler process in which n nnir

of mu-mesons is created. (These particles, p-

and p+, generally called muons, seem to be

essentially heavy electrons.) This relation-

ship was expressed as a ratio, R, between the

probabilities for the two kinds of production

processes:

Cross section for hadron production
R =

Cross section for muon-pair production

The predictions concerning this ratio were

based on theories which assumed that hadrons

were not truly elementary particles in them-

selves but in fact were composed of more funda-

mental sub-particles called quarks or, more

generally, partons. The actual value of the

ratio, R, that was predicted ranged between 2/3

and 6, depending on the particular brand of

quark or parton theory that was being used.

But in any event it was assumed that R would

Perils of Modern Living

A kind of matter directly opposed to the mat-

ter known on the earth exists somewhere else

in the universe, Dr. Edward Teller has said.

. . He said there may be anti-stars and

anti-galaxies entirely composed of such anti-

matter. Teller did not describe the proper-

ties of anti-matter except to say that there

is none of it on earth and that it would ex-

plode on contact with ordinary matter.

--San Francisco Chronicle

Well up beyond the tropistrata

There is a region dark and stellar

Where, on a streak of anti-matter,

Lived Dr. Edward Anti-Teller.

Remote from Fusion's origin,

He lived unguessed and unawares

With all his anti-kith and kin,

And kept macassars on his chairs.

One morning, idling by the sea,

He spied a tin of monstrous girth

That bore three letters: A.E.C.

Out stepped a visitor from Earth.

Then, shouting gladly o'er the sands,

Met two who in their alien ways

Were like as lentils. Their right hands

Clasped, and the rest was gamma rays.

--H. P. Furth, The New Yorker,

November 10, 1956
- 1"-----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ --~~~~~~
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at least turn out to be a fixed number, what- center-of-mass energy (total energy of the two

ever its actual value. colliding beams). Such a graph, including the

earlier data from Frascati and from CEA, is
There was only one cloud on the horizon at shn i Fig. 1 at bottom of this page.

that time as far as these predictions were con-

cerned. Reports of unexpected experimental For our purposes, it will eventually be

results had started to come in from the storage more useful to show the SPEAR data not as the

ring at Frascati, Italy; and these were soon ratio, R, but rather more straightforwardly as

followed by even more surprising measurements just the hadron-production measurements them-

from the ring that had been built by reworking selves. We'll do this in Section C, but before

the Cambridge Electron Accelerator in Boston. moving on we want to call attention to some of

Although the Frascati results appeared to have the reactions that theoretical physicists had

some inconsistencies, and CEA's measurments to these earlier results.

were not based on very extensive data, these

reports were enough to give theorists some 4. A Troubled Mind

pause. And it was into this unresolved and As Fig. 1 shows, the SPEAR results joined

puzzling situation that the SPEAR experimenters onto and extended upward the lower energy meas-

stepped as their study of hadron production urements that had been made at Frascati. They

began. also joined onto and added much more extensive

data to the higher energy CEA measurements.

3. Frascati-CEA-SPEAR: The Surprise The result was a resounding confirmation of

By early spring of this year it had becomeBy early spring of this year it had become this earlier data, with the combined measure-
ments from the three laboratories presenting

apparent that the doubts raised by the Frascati ents from the three laboratories presenting
,^-. 7 t sl i -.1 jrather convincing evidence that at least the

and CEA measurements were indeed well-founded. rather convining evidence that at least the
simpler quark-model predictions could not be

Hadrons were being created in the SLAC-LBL ex-l

periment at SPEAR a good deal more copiouslycorrect.

than predicted, and it was plain that the fam- (It is important to try to emphasize this

ous hadron/muon-pair ratio was not only quite point. However, we feel a little timid about

large but also that it was steadily growing exclaiming that The predictions were wrong'

larger as the energies of the colliding e-e+ because any reader worth his salt would respond

beams were increased. Back in those days (it to that with an irritated SO WHAT?! Although

seems like years ago) the most common way of this reasonable question deserves an answer, we

expressing the SPEAR results was to make a won't get around to trying to give that answer

graph which showed the measured values of the until we come to the discussion of quarks in

hadron/muon-pair ratio plotted against the Section D.)

X-0^~ | i | ~~~~~Fig. 1--The ratio of hadron production to
) A CEA muon-pair production as measured at various

m) 7 - SPEAR center-of-mass energies (total energy of the

Lt two colliding beams). These measurements

Po i were made with the Adone storage ring in

6 I Frascati, Italy; with the CEA storage ring

~I '/ I 1i I II I in Cambridge, Mass.; and with the SPEAR

e'^ ~ I ~h/ m uch0Istorage ring at SLAC. The vertical line
5 / J, through the CEA and SPEAR points indicates

|j / I~\ ioa r at I' how much the experimental result may be

4A I ~/ +^\ LX\~ T I affected by various possible errors. The

-4 / <. | ltheoretical predictions based on two "quark"
*^ I / X I-~ |models of hadron structure are also shown.

__ // , i/ I 1 Ti When the SPEAR results shown here were

first reported, in April 1974, they were

X , ./ / %, x /tw ^taken as convincing confirmation of the

Various "Colored" earlier Frascati and CEA experiments, with
; | Frascati // Quark Model the implication that at least the simpler

e / ^Data of the quark models could not be correct.

- 1 As we shall see later, however, it may be

o / / / 
S Simle - - that the recently discovered T(3105) reson-

o Quark Model ance is in fact related to more complicated

- 0 1 o1 _ I I- I versions of the quark model.

0 2 3 4 5

Center-of-mass energy in GeV
I~~~~ .I
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Thus the early SPEAR results had the effect

of giving most quark and parton theories of had-

ron structure a rather smart rap across the

knuckles, and as a consequence whole platoons

of theorists fell back in disarray. But unful-

filled expectations have a curious effect on

physicists: the disappointment phase tends to

end rather quickly (from about 30 seconds to

two days, depending on whose particular ox is

being gored) and is replaced by enthusiastic

attack upon the new problem.* There was spec-

ulation in several physics journals that the

storage ring data might be explained by suppos-

ing that electrons and positrons themselves

might not be the simple point-like (having no

structure) particles they had always seemed to

be: perhaps they had a tiny inner core that

was hadronic--that is, which could have direct

strong-force interactions with such particles

as protons and pions without going through the

intermediate virtual-photon state.

If it were true that electrons and other

members of the small lepton family of particles

(which includes muons and neutrinos) were actu-

lly "hadrons at heart," it would certainly have

a revolutionary effect upon physics. Such

ideas remain untested and speculative, however,

and the more conservative approach that most

theorists took was to look for ways to modify

existing quark or parton models, or to check

whether the calculations based on the original

models had really been done correctly. As a

result, the very strong statement that we tried

to sneak past you earlier, The predictions were

wrong! had to be watered down a bit to something

like the following:

There are some problems in account-

ing for the SPEAR data with quark

or parton models, but such models

--especially those that add certain

complications called color and/or

charm--are certainly not dead.

And if this rather weasel-worded statement

seems sort of anticlimactic after all the flap,

well, that's just what it is. But hang in

there; there's more flap ahead.

5. Survey Experiments: Through No-Man's

Land In Seven-League Boots

We turn now to a discussion of how the

early part of the SLAC-LBL experiment at SPEAR

was actually carried out. This is the last bit

of background information needed to provide a

context for the recent discovery. It may also

*

When an investigator has developed a formula

which gives a complete representation of the

phenomena within a certain range, he may be

prone to satisfaction. Would it not be wiser

if he should say "Foiled againl I can find

out no more about Nature along this line."?

serve the purpose of conveying some sense of

the elements of luck, coincidence, intuition

and just plain sweat that enter into the artful

business of "doing" physics experiments.

(Our apologies if all this introductory "con-

text" material is getting to be a drag; our

concern is to try to make the discovery of the

T(3105) mean more to the reader than it did to

your typical television watcher.)

Gould

When SPEAR first began operating, in the

spring of 1972, the territory that lay before

it entended from center-of-mass energies of

about 2.6 to 5 GeV (1.3 to 2.5 GeV in each

beam). The Frascati experiments had edged into

the lower end of this region, and CEA had taken

small samples of data at several higher energy

points. But for the most part this new terri-

tory was as unexplored as the far side of the

moon. In such cases, when there are only a few

rather vague hints of what to look for and where

to look for it, the usual strategy is to carry

out a survey experiment. This sort of experi-

ment is designed to cover the whole unexplored

region in a systematic but necessarily super-

ficial manner in order to map out its most ob-

vious general features.

The limiting factor in a survey experiment

is time. Suppose, for example, that an experi-

ment has 300 hours of running time available,

and that on the average it will take about 30

hours to make an accurate measurement at one

particular energy setting of the storage ring.

The experimenters can then choose to make ac-

curate measurements at 10 different energies,

or fairly accurate measurements at 15 different

energies, or rather sloppy measurements at 20

different energies, and so on. In the case of

Experiment SP-2, the SLAC-LBL joint effort,

the group decided to make measurements that

were fairly accurate at a total of 12 different

center-of-mass energies, as follows:

2.6

3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6

4.0 4.2 4.4 4.6

2.8
3.8
4.8--Sir Arthur Eddington GeV
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Why didn't they measure 18 different energies,

say? No particular reason; 12 seemed like the

better compromise between accuracy and number of

points. Why didn't they pick 2.7, 2.9, 3.1 (!)

. . . instead? No particular reason to prefer

odd numbers to even numbers. Wouldn't they

have discovered the new particle about six

months earlier if they had run at 3.1 GeV? Yes,

probably, but luck plays a role this business,

too. But when you're not so lucky, then the

next best bet is to be fairly clever, and that's

what we'll turn to now.

C. THE NEW DISCOVERY

The SLAC-LBL experimental group presented

the first public report of its hadron produc-

tion data from SPEAR at the Washington, D,C.

Conference of the American Physical Society, in

April 1974. Figure 2 shows how the data looked

at that time. For several months thereafter

they continued to take additional data at SPEAR

which increased the accuracy of the measure-

ments to some extent but did not change the gen-

eral pattern indicated in the figure. The SPEAR

storage ring was shut down in June in order to

carry out the modification program, called

"SPEAR II," that was designed to increase the

maximum beam energy from about 2.5 to 4.3 GeV

(for each beam). During the down period, which

lasted until mid-October, the experimenters an-

alyzed the accumulated data and made plans for

the next cycle of experimental operation. One

of the high priority items they agreed upon was

a more detailed study of the energy region

around 3.2 GeV (the "curious" point in Fig.2)

to see if they could understand this most ob-

vious bump in the curve. The opportunity to

do this presented itself in late October, as

SPEAR II came into routine operation with re-

markably few bugs and glitches.

1. The Curious Point: A Closer Look

Since the original survey aspect of their

experiment (SP-2) had mapped the territory in

giant energy strides of 0.2 GeV (200 MeV), the

new work was aimed at filling in the gaps. A

brief repeat measurement at 3.2 GeV was made to

tie into the old data, after which the energy

was moved up to 3.3 GeV. The result was a meas-

ured cross section of some 20-odd expected nano-

barns (which even we could have guessed just by

looking at Fig. 2). Then the ring energy was

set to 3.1 GeV, and a series of 8 separate meas-

urements was made at that point, with the fol-

lowing results (cross section in nanobarns):

#1 - 55
#2 - 116

#3 - 18

#4 - 19

#5 - 25
#6 - 26

#7 - 23
#8 - 23

Measurements #3 through #8 show a rather

typical spread that is small enough to persuade

o
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Fig. 2--These are the SPEAR measurements of

total cross section, or probability, for had-

ron production as of April 1974. The cross-

sectional units are 10-33 cm
2 (nanobarns). The

measurements were made from center-of-mass en-

ergies of 2.6 to 4.8 GeV in steps of 0.2 GeV.

The measured value at 3.2 GeV (the point mark-

ed "curious") seemed enough out of line with

the other points to warrant more detailed in-

vestigation. When this was done, in November,

the region above 3.2 GeV gave normal results,

but measurements at 3.1 GeV produced several

different answers. In such cases, the explan-

ation is usually that the equipment is acting

up. But this time it was the physics that was

acting up. The arrow in this figure shows the

very narrow energy region from 3.10 to 3.14

GeV where things happened. See Fig. 3 for a

detailed look at the action in this region.

an experimenter that he has probably measured

the same thing six different times. But meas-

urements #1 and #2 are a howling disaster--the

first about twice as big and the second about

five times as big as the average of the other

six. When such wild excursions occur in an

experimental measurement, there are usually two

possible explanations:

5
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1. The experimental apparatus is

acting up (common).

2. The physics is acting up (rare).

The SPEAR experimenters therefore gathered up

their 6 reasonable and 2 unreasonable measure-

ments and went off to lick their wounds for a

few days. They looked for bugs in the equip-

ment (there are hundreds of gadgets and miles

and miles of wires). They wrassled with the

programs on their Sigma V computer. Finally,

on Friday, November 8, they came to the con-

clusion that Explanation No. 1 was wrong--the

equipment was OK--and therefore Explanation

No. 2 must be right: there had to be some new

physics hiding on the ragged edge of 3.1 GeV.

Convinced, they ran up all sheets full to

the wind and began to edge SPEAR's energy up-

ward from 3.1 GeV. And suddenly it all went

ZAP. and everything lit up like a Christmas

tree.

But in the case of T(3105) such caution was un-

necessary for two reasons. First, through a

remarkable coincidence there already was a con-

firming experiment. Second, the very size and

sharpness of the resonant "bump" would have been

overwhelming evidence even without confirmation.

Since both of these reasons are important parts

of our story, let's look at each of them in a

little more detail.

2. "I Have Some Physics To Discuss . . "

Experimental proposals submitted to SLAC are

evaluated by a group of 10 senior physicists

(four from SLAC and six from other institutions)

called the Program Advisory Committee (PAC),

which meets at SLAC every month or two. As luck

would have it, the PAC had a meeting scheduled

for Monday, November 11, the day after the fam-

ous weekend. At about 8 A.M. that morning, one

2000

1000

500

a
(nb)

100

50
Gould

SPEAR's energy had been nudged upward in

steps of 1 MeV; that is, 3.100 GeV, 3.101 GeV,

3.102 GeV, etc. The continuing series of meas-

urements that were carried out on November 8,

9 and 10 indicated that the peak of the reson-

ance was at about 3.105 GeV.

We have observed a very sharp peak . . .

Sharp indeed, as shown in Fig. 3. In fact,

as the caption explains, the actual peak is even

sharper than the curve indicates. This huge

"bump" is evidence for the discovery of a new

particle, or "resonant state," which the SPEAR

experimenters have named

Y(3105)

The Greek letter is psi (pronounced "sigh"), and

in words the new particle's name would read psi

thirty-one-ch-five.

Often in the past the possible discovery of

a new resonance has been treated rather caut-

iously, with the physicists preferring to wait

for confirming results from other experiments.

20

10
3.10 3.12 3.14

Ec.m. (GeV)

Fig. 3--The Y(3105) resonance as measured at

SPEAR. The cross section (o) is expressed in

units of 10
- 3 3 cm2 (nanobarns). Note the steep

rise in cross section by about a factor of 100

as resonance is reached. The dashed line shows

the amount of peak-broadening that is expected

solely from the energy-spread in SPEAR's beams.

Thus the actual width of the resonance is much

smaller than the value of 1 or 2 MeV shown in

the figure, and in fact has been estimated to

be about .05 MeV. This remarkably sharp peak

implies that the lifetime of the T(3105) is

about 10-20 seconds--roughly 1000 times longer

than a typical hadron resonance.
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of the PAC members, Professor Samuel C. C. Ting

of MIT, arrived at Professor Panofsky's office

and said, "I have some physics to discuss with

you." Whereupon he began to describe an exper-

iment at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL)

which a joint MIT-BNL group had been working on

for several months, and which was designed to

measure the production of electron-positron

pairs in collisions of high-energy protons with

a beryllium target. This description began to

have a familiar ring to it when Ting mentioned

an apparent resonance in his data at 3.1 GeV

(which the MIT-BNL group has identified as the

"J" particle; see page 2).

The eventual upshot of this remarkable co-

incidence was a joint announcement of the new

discovery by the SLAC-LBL and MIT-BNL groups,

and separate submission of papers that will

appear in the December 2 issue of the journal

Physical Review Letters.

3. Broad And Narrow Resonances

So far we've referred to the T(3105) as both

a particle and a resonance. It could also be

described as an excited state. Physicists tend

to use these three names somewhat interchange-

ably, so we'll do the same. However, if your

mental picture of a particle is something quite

solid, with a fixed mass and a reasonable life-

time, it may be a little hard to swallow the

fact that the "remarkably long life" of the

T(3105) particle is about

.00000000000000000001 second

or 10-20 second. So a reasonable question is

"Long compared to what?" which we'll now try

to answer.

Let's ease into it by comparing two differ-

ent kinds of "years." If by a "year" we mean

the time it takes a small body to make one com-

plete revolution around a larger body, then the

earth's year around the sun is about 30 million

seconds, while an electron's "year" around an

atomic nucleus is about 10
- 16 second. An even

shorter time is the "day" it takes a proton to

make one full rotation as a part of a nucleus:

about 10-22 second. And for the last example

let's consider how long it takes one proton to

zip past another at the speed of light:

0 3 x 1010 cm/sec

_0-1 --

cm

The high-speed proton travels a distance of

10-13 centimeters in about 3 x 10
- 2 4 second.

And a striking thing about protons (or any of

the strongly interacting particles) is the fact

that 10-23 or 10-2 4 second is enough time for

an interaction to occur--creation of new part-

icles, or simply a ricochet scattering collision.

In fact, the reason why the strong-force inter-

action is strong is simply the fact that it

acts so quickly. So the message here is this:

When the strong or nuclear force is involved in

an interaction, then things happen fast. And

for particle physics,

_ 23 -24
"Fast" = 1023 or 10

2 4 second

Energy and time. These very short periods

of time we've been talking about cannot be dir-

ectly measured. Instead, they are inferred from

a certain fundamental relationship that exists

between the energy spread or width of a reson-

ance and its lifetime. This relationship (which

is described by "the uncertainty principle") has

the following general consequences:

Decay Resonance Resonance Resonance

Process Lifetime Width Energy

not well
fast short broad dfined

defined

well
slow long narrow dfed

defined

Most of the new particles or resonances that

have so cluttered up the wall charts during the

past 25 years are "fast" baryon or meson states

(the two hadron sub-families) which quickly de-

cay either into other excited states or into

more stable particles. For those hadron states

that do not decay rapidly, there is always a

good reason (some fundamental conservation law)

to explain why the rapid decay is inhibited.

In fact, so general is this "good reason" rule

that physicists often express it as a kind of

First Principle:

Everything than can happen does happen unless

there is a good reason for it not to happen.

Thus when a particle is observed to decay slowly

for no apparent reason, then the reason that is

not apparent may turn out to be something vital-

ly important.

All of which brings us back to the T(3105),

whose narrow resonance width of about 50 keV

implies a lifetime of about 10
- 20 second. This

is roughly 1000 times longer than would be ex-

pected if it were free to decay through the

usual hadronic channels. Why is it inhibited

from doing so? What peculiar sort of beast is

it that it won't play the typical strong-force

games with the rest of the team? As this part-

icular paragraph is being written (November 25),

there are probably some hundreds of physicists

around the world who are eagerly caught up in

the fascination of this problem. At SLAC the

speculation seems to be converging on two main

possibilities, which we'll now try to describe.
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D. SO WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN?

Although it is obviously too soon to give
a definitive answer to this question, recent
speculation has tended to center on two main
possibilities for the T(3105):

1. That it may be the long-sought
"Z" particle which mediates, or
"carries," the fundamantal force
known as the weak interaction.

2. That it may be the first evidence
for the properties of color, or

charm, or both, that have been

suggested as necessary additions
to the quark picture of the

strongly interacting particles.

Either of these two possibilities, if verified,
would be a blockbuster whose impact on the fund-
amental studies of matter would be difficult to
exaggerate. It is worth pointing out, however,
that even if it is neither of these, the T(3105)
is absolutely certain to have a significance far
beyond that of "just another particle." We'll
discuss the reasons for this assured general
significance after first going over the two
specific possibilities listed above.

1. The Weak Interaction

Scientists believe that all of the possible
interactions between matter are the result of
only four fundamental forces:

Gravity
Electromagnetism
The Strong Force
The Weak Force

Briefly, gravity is so weak compared to the other
forces that it is not assumed to play any role
in particle interactions. Electromagnetism is
A well-understood, fairly strong force that can
act over short or long distances. The range of
the weak and strong forces is very short (in

fact the weak force may have zero range).

The most common example of a weak-force process

is the beta-decay (emission of an electron) of

certain radioactive elements. Weak interactions

also play a central role in the generation of

energy by the sun and all other stars. Present

theories of how the weak interaction works have

been reasonably successful in describing pro-

cesses that occur at relatively low energies,

such as the two examples cited above. As the

interaction energies increase, however, the

theory begins to run into trouble. In fact,

simple extrapolation of the present theory leads

to the prediction that the weak force will grad-

ually grow in strength as the energy increases,

and that eventually it will become even stronger

than the familiar electromagnetic force. At a

sufficiently high level of energy, the increase

in strength predicted by present theory would

lead to a fundamental contradiction with certain

physical principles that are believed to be a

necessary part of any correct theory of the

elementary particles ("would violate unitarity,"

is the jargon).

In view of this high-energy contradiction,

there has been speculation for many years that

present weak-interaction theory must be incom-

plete, and that the likely missing ingredient

will turn out to be a special kind of particle

which acts as the "carrier" of the weak force

in much the same way way that the photon is

known to transmit the electromagnetic force.

It has generally been assumed that such a part-

icle would be quite massive (certainly heavier

than a proton) but that it would not respond to

the strong forces that are responsible for ord-

inary nuclear interactions.

The name given to this as-yet hypothetical

particle is the

Intermediate Vector Boson

and if it exists it should have both electric-

ally charged (W+ and W-) and neutral (Z) states.

The potential importance of such particles is

indicated by the fact that they have been eagerly
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sought after in the early experimental program

of every new higher energy accelerator from the

Bevatron to the 400 GeV Fermilab machine. If

they exist, however, none of the scores of exper-

iments carried out to date has succeeded in dir-

ectly producing them.

Is it you, Bo? From what we have learned

so far of the properties of the T(3105) reson-

ance, this new particle could well be the neut-

ral member, Z, of the intermediate vector boson

family. As it happens, some additional clues

concerning this possible identification can be

expected from experiments now in progress at

both Fermilab and at the European Center for

Nuclear Research (CERN). The CERN experiments

make use of neutrinos (which are something like

electrons that have lost their electric charge)

in the energy range of 1 to 3 GeV, while the

Fermilab neutrino beam has an energy of about

40 GeV. The results already obtained at CERN

can be used to predict what the Fermilab exper-

iment should see, but this prediction would be

strongly influenced by the existence of vector

bosons. With a Z particle of 3 GeV mass, the

Fermilab data would be reduced by a factor of

about 8 from the value predicted by simple ex-

trapolation of the CERN data. And in fact there

is already some early evidence that the Fermilab

measurements are coming in lower than expected.

2. The Quark Model Of Hadrons

A second major possibility for fitting the

Y(3105) into an existing theory of the elemen-

tary particles concerns two different, but

related, refinements that have recently been

suggested to the very successful quark model of

the strongly interacting particles. These two

suggested additions are called color and charm,

and we'll describe each of them after a brief

review of the general quark idea.

During the last 25 years physicists have

discovered an ever-increasing number of new part-

icles, or resonant states, whose role in nature

is not very clear. (When I.I. Rabi of Columbia

heard about the discovery of the mu-meson, he

said "Who ordered that?") By the mid-1950's

there were already so many particles that the

description "elementary" was getting a little

hard to believe. And as the list grew it became

more and more evident that the only way the

physicists would ever be able to keep track of

all the junk mail that was flooding in was to

have a well-organized desk with hundreds of nice

pigeon-holes for organizing the data. What was

needed, that is, was some sort of ordering scheme

that would classify all the particles into logic-

al groups according to their various characteris-

tics--perhaps a "Periodic Table of the Particles"

analagous to Mendelyeev's great taxonomic syn-

thesis of the Elements.

The Eightfold Way. In the early 1960's such

of the mathematical ideas of group theory, the

earliest versions of the scheme were known as

"SU(3)" or, informally, as "The Eightfold Way."

Much of the power of the SU(3) classification

scheme rested on the fact that all of the mem-

bers of the large hadron family of particles

could be thought of as composite structures that

were built up from only three truly elementary

constituents called "quarks" (plus their three

antimatter counterparts, the antiquarks). This

basic quark model of the structure of hadrons

has been extensively elaborated during the inter-

vening years, and it has proved itself to be an

astonishly successful theory in accounting for

a great variety of experimental facts, in pre-

dicting the unknown properties of many particles,

and even in predicting the existence of a prev-

iously unknown particle (the omega-minus, dis-

covered at Brookhaven in 1964, with properties

exactly as predicted by The Eightfold Way).

But it's not all gravy. Although the quark

model's notable successes have convinced many

physicists that it must contain a good deal of

the truth, there are still a few problems. We

list below three apparent shortcomings of the

quark model for brief discussion. The first

shortcoming is easy to understand, but it is

not very important for what we've been talking

about. The other two are important for our

purposes, but (you might have guessed) they

aren't so easy to figure out. If you really

can't fight "symmetric statistics" and like

that, it might be better to skip right over to

Colored Quarks and just try it bareback.

1. Ain't none. No quarks have ever been

observed experimentally. Individual quarks may

be very massive, but even the 56 GeV collision

energy of the CERN Intersecting Storage Rings

(equal to 1700 GeV protons striking a proton

target) has not been able to pry any loose.

It may also be that quarks aren't supposed to

be real, and the "threeness" of structure is

simply a mathematical artifact. That idea bugs

us, but then nature doesn't ask for our opinion.

2. Is three a crowd? In the basic 3-quark

model, identical quarks can occupy the same

"quantum state" (same rung on the ladder, say)

within the particle they've built. But quarks

are members of the class called fermions, and

it is an iron-clad rule for all other fermions

that identical particles cannot occupy the same

quantum state (cannot have "symmetric statistics").

3. Why no decays? Again in the basic 3-quark

model, there are certain kinds of decay pro-

cesses that should occur at a reasonable rate,

but in fact are not observed to occur at all.

These decay processes have a name (neutral, weak,

stranaeness-changing decays), but it's such a

horrible name that we'll just settle for certain

decay processes.

The first shortcoming of quark theory noted

an ordering scheme was devised. Based on some

_ ____ ____ __ I� _ ___ ___I __� __
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above is a general problem, not connected to
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the new resonance any more than it is to any

other particular particle, so we ignore it here.

Both the second and third shortcomings, however,

do have possible connections with the T(3105)

which fall under the headings of color and

charm, which we now explore in some detail.

3. Colored Quarks

Theoretical physicists worry about problems

such as the identical fermions with "symmetric

statistics" that we just described. Since this

behavior is permitted nowhere else in nature,

why should quarks beat the rap? Well, one sol-

ution to this problem is to assume that quarks

do not in fact beat the rap, and that if quarks

do indeed live happily together in the same

quantum state, it must be because they are not

identical particles.

Having taken this much of a plunge, it may

seem that the next step is to try to figure out

why the cohabiting quarks are not identical.

But in fact physics doesn't try very hard to

deal with why the world is the way it is. It is

enough that the world is, and the questions that

physics tries to answer usually begin with what

or how. For the quarks, then, we simply make a

guess that they have a certain intrinsic proper-

ty that we don't yet know about (another "quantum

number," perhaps something like electric charge)

but which we assume is a basic distinguishing

characteristic of every quark.

What to call the new whatever-it-is? Since

guessing an appropriate name would be difficult,

physicists enjoy inventing wildly inappropriate

names instead. In this case the new intrinsic

property that we assign to every quark is color,

of which there can be only three possible kinds:

(what else but) red, white and blue. As a re-

sult, the original set of 3 quarks,

P N X (lambda)

must be expanded to a new basic set of 9:

red
P
white

bl ue

N X
red red

whi te

Nblue

whi te

xblue

In the original model a proton, for example,

was assumed to consist of the quarks PPN, but

in the colored-quark model it might consist of

the quarks P P N , thus avoiding "identical" par-

ticles.

But what's the point? Isn't this just an

arbitrary elaboration, with the term coZor used

to describe some wholly unknown property? Aren't

we going to a lot of trouble just to avoid a

"symmetric statistics" problem that we don't even

know is real?

The answer to these questions is "Yes,

but . . ." Where the "but" might refer to the

example of "strangeness"--a property discovered

about 20 years ago, which is observed to change

in only certain ways and by certain amounts in

particle interactions. This strangeness "book-

keeping" is a necessary part of the description

of an interaction, and in a similar way it may

turn out that color (regardless of what that

actually "means") is also a fundamental proper-

ty which must be accounted for by exact, simple-

minded bookkeeping when particles interact.

The possible connection of the T(3105) reson-

ance with colored quarks is the following. All

previously known hadronic states are assumed in

this scheme to be examples of what is known as

the "color-singlet" state--that is, they all have

the same symmetry with respect to color. The

new resonance, on the other hand, would be the

first example of a different symmetry with res-

pect to color. Since the strong interactions

are assumed to conserve color symmetry, while

the electromagnetic interactions need not do

so, the T(3105) would then be created only in

electromagnetic processes such as e e annih-

ilation. In certain ways this scheme is anal-

agous to the transitions between different en-

ergy levels in an atomic nucleus, which can occur

only through the electromagnetic process of ab-

sorption or emission of a photon.

4. Charmed Quarks

We noted earlier that present quark models

do not explain why certain apparently allow-

able decay processes do not in fact occur. The

elaboration of the quark idea by the addition

of charm sets out to solve this problem in much

the same way that color went after the problem

of symmetric statistics. As before, the basic

set of 3 quarks must be added to, but this time

the set is expanded only to 4, rather than 9.

(The basic set for combined charm and color

would be 12.) The fourth quark is assumed to

have the new intrinsic property, or quantum

number, of charm (and what that "means" is again

immaterial).

Although the addition of charm as a new

quantum number may again, as in the case of

color, seem rather arbitrary, such elaborations

are only made in an effort to account for what

actually does or does not happen in nature.

The set of elementary constituents, and the

range of their intrinsic properties, is the

smallest group the theorist believes he needs

to get the right "bookkeeping" in elementary

particle interactions.

The idea of charm expressed here seems to

be consistent with the presently known properties

of the T(3105) resonance. In particular, the

long lifetime of the new particle could well

result if it were actually a bound state of a

charmed quark and its antiparticle, since its

decay into hadrons that did not themselves con-

tain charmed quarks would likely be quite slow.

- - - - - - 11 -�----·--·111� - - - ---cl---R =- - --r� --
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5. Or Something Else

The T(3105) resonance has a lifetime of

about 10-20 second. Why doesn't it decay into

hadrons much more rapidly than that, as most

resonances do? It may well be that the explan-

ation for this unusual behavior is none of the

possibilities we've discussed: not the inter-
mediate vector boson, nor the suggested new

quantum numbers of color or charm. But if it

is none of these, then the behavior has no

other explanation that is presently known.

This is the main reason why the Psi brothers,
(3105) and (3695), are considerably more signif-
icant discoveries than the usual hadronic res-

onances. Certain of their properties are so at

odds with those of ordinary particles that they

may well prove a sort of "missing link" in elem-

entary particle studies.

E. WHAT NEXT?

Since space is beginning to run out, we'll
just skip quickly through a few items in this

section. There are two ways for SPEAR to go from

here: find more particles, and get a better un-

derstanding of the kind of "debris" that comes
out when the resonances decay. We'll discuss
each very briefly, then finish with a note or
two about non-SPEAR experiments and about PEP.

1. Anymore At Home Like You?

The discoveries of the T(3105) and Y(3695)
resonances at SLAC during a period of only 12

days has naturally led to speculation that there

may be more new particles waiting to be discov-
ered. There are various theoretical arguments

both for and against a whole series of T-like

resonant states. However, since physics is

fundamentally an experimental science, the poss-

ibility of new discoveries will simply remain

an open question until it is tested in the

continuing experimental program at SPEAR and
elsewhere.

Thus the search for additional new particles
will clearly be an important part of SPEAR's
future work, but the nature of the resonant
states that will be searched for makes this a

rather time-consuming effort. Since the Y res-

onances are such narrow "spikes," any similar

resonances that exist must be searched for by
a series of very small energy steps. At SPEAR

such steps are typically 1 MeV wide, and some-

thing like 15 minutes of running time is re-
quired to make a decent measurement at each
step. Since the energy range which the upgraded

storage ring (SPEAR II) will be able to span

extends from about 2.5 to 8.6 GeV (that is, from

2500 to 8600 MeV), it is obvious that the search

for new particles will not be completed by next

2. Sifting Through The Debris

It will be important to learn more about the

particular patterns (decay modes) that the

Psi brothers break up into when they expire.

Such information will provide evidence about the

properties of the particles, and may give some

needed insight into the constraints that must

be operating to prevent the particles from de-

caying in the "normal" rapid manner. The pres-

ent large magnetic detector at SPEAR is not

particularly well-suited to the detection of

neutral particles, and some better means for

identifying neutrals will probably be needed.

3. Other Than Storage Rings

You can bet your bottom dollar that there

are a lot of experimental physicists, at SLAC

and everywhere else, who are racking their brains
for ways to create and study the Psi resonance
particles with conventional accelerators. The

MIT-BNL experiment found the 3.1 GeV resonance

by studying the reaction
+

p + p - e +e +X

(where X is anything else). This work was done

with the 30 GeV proton synchrotron at Brookhaven

National Lab. We don't have space here to go

into the pros and cons of storage rings vs.

conventional accelerators, or proton machines

vs. electron machines, in relation to further

studies of the Psi resonances. Since these

new particles are themselves electron-positron
resonant states, it's plain that the larger

e+e- storage rings (SPEAR II; Doris-DESY in

Hamburg, Germany; and Adone in Frascati, Italy)

have the inside track. But experiments at con-

ventional accelerators would also have a number

of advantages that storage rings couldn't match

--simultaneous measurements over a broad range

of energies, for example, and additional infor-

mation gained by measuring the angular distrib-

utions of the outgoing particles. Thus there is

room, as usual, for almost everyone to play.

4. A Little PEP Talk

Presumably the Executive branch will soon

reach its decision on whether to submit PEP

to the Congress for authorization in Fiscal

Year 1976. No matter how you slice it, the

discovery of the the new resonances is bound to

be a good thing for physics in general and for

storage rings in particular. PEP would have the

obvious advantage of much higher beam energy to

explore the region beyond SPEAR. PEP would also

have the less obvious advantage that it would be

able to measure more accurately the width of

narrow resonances such as the Psi particles

(the much larger radius of the PEP ring would

result in smaller fluctuations of the energy of

the circulating beams). The physics prospect
for PEP has been very bright from the start.

Now it should be even more so.

Tuesday.
--Bill Kirk
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